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This app is only available on the App Store for iPad. Using this app requires an active account for Lexia® Core5® Reading. If you don't have your username and password, contact your school for more information. About Lexia Core5 Reading Personal. Powerful. Proven. Lexia Core5 Reading accelerates the development of basic literacy skills for students with all abilities R-Y6, helping them make the
critical shift from learning to reading to reading to learning. Based on performance on a research validated, adaptive automatic placement, students begin Core5 at the level that is just right for them. From there, Core5 seamlessly adapts to student performance, targets skill gaps when they arise, and equips teachers with the data and teaching resources they need to customize the teaching for each student.
Supports basic literacy by • developing phonemic awareness • building understanding of letter-audio connections • expanding vocabulary • teaching word recognitionSupports advanced literacy by • building professional language skills • developing skills for deep understanding and text analysis • cultivating disciplinary knowledge • sparks higher order thinkingBasic on student performance in the app, Lexia's
patented assessment without testing® technology provides teachers and administrators with real-time monitoring data — without stopping the instruction to provide a test — saving up to a month of teaching time by • identifying students' risk levels • predicting future performance • prescribing teaching intensity • to deliver real-time data and action plans Within the first month of use, teachers will know each
student's likelihood of fulfilling the reference at the end of the year and will receive the recommended resources and intensity of teaching necessary to improve the learning path for vulnerable students. Administrators can see a complete picture of academic progress across a district, school, class, and class, down to the individual student in minutes, through reports that are easy to interpret, actionable.
About Lexia Learning, a Rosetta Stone Company Established with a promise to improve literacy through the use of technology, more than four million students are learning with Lexia. The company's award-winning instructional approach has been recognised and proven effective, with over 20 externally reviewed research studies published in scientific journals such as the British Journal of Education
Psychology and the Journal of Research in Special Education Needs. December 23, 2020 Version 4.3.2 I have been playing since level 7 and have loved Lexie ever since. Easy to understand. If the voice becomes annoying just mute it. About.. some problems. There is a storage EATER. I've had to delete apps to keep it on my iPad at home. But overall, no glitches no bugs! Maybe I have a good iPad
though. But another problem. It takes AGES to download and I'm a very impatient person who gets narked easily ... So... Unfortunate.. but should you download? Yes! But pay attention that it can become annoying. So, I am in year 5, and it's ok. My teacher said the site version works on Safari, Chrome, Firefox, Internet Explorer. I use safari, but it doesn't seem Woman's voice drives me crazy. She keeps
pausing when I'm in the middle of writing something so corrects me in a naughty wayIt's so bad, for people with anxiety and depression (like me)But still I would rank the app a 3Be that I have an ipad airIt has 16 gbAnd guess whatIt now has 2 gb left bc I downloaded lexiaIt's a literal storage eaterBese not download it if you have little storage spaceAlso it takes 1 hour to downloadFriendly fix this-Hasti In
school I've played it a lot since I'm at level 7I've got to level 8 it's just the best game ever doesn't take long to load and I know my teachers email so you can just write it but it would work tho not say it rub and not say it a 0 be respectfu. From Lacey. Thank you for reading the Developer, Lexia Learning Systems, LLC, has indicated that the app's privacy practices may include the handling of data as described
below. For more information, see the developer's privacy policy. The following data may be collected and linked to your identity: Identifiers Use Data Diagnostics Privacy practices may vary depending on, for example, the features you use or your age. Learn more ×Sorry to cancel CSS Errors Looks like something went wrong. I'm sorry about that. Let's start over. Lexia® Core5® Reading supports teachers
in providing differentiated literacy lessons for students with all abilities in grades pre-K-5. Lexia's research-tested program provides explicit, systematic, personal learning in the six areas of reading teaching, targeting skill gaps when they arise, and provides teachers with the data and student-specific resources they need for individual or small group teaching. Engaging and motivating students in a game-like
environment Provides progress monitoring of student data without a sample Available via iPad, Chromebook or browser preview lexia core5 reading Independent, Student-driven learning assessment without testing® Face-to-Face Resources instruction Using this application requires an active account for Lexia Reading Core5. If you do not have username and password, please contact ... Using this
application requires an active account for Lexia Reading Core5. If you don't have your username and password, contact your child's school for more information. Lexia Reading Core5 is currently not available for individual (non-school) purchases. About Lexia Reading Core5: Lexia Reading Core5 is designed as an important part of each reading curriculum, providing personal learning for students with all
abilities and delivering norm references* performance data without interrupting the flow of teaching to administer a test. *Based on a US student pool, Lexia Reading Core5 gives students immediate corrective feedback, multiple levels of scaffolding, and explicit instruction both online and through direct teaching Teacher. Students work independently to develop literacy skills in a structured, sequential way
with a focus on: • Basic literacy skills to develop automaton and flow • Listening and reading comprehension with complex text • Academic and domain-specific vocabulary to improve the understanding of Lexia: Established with a promise to improve student literacy through the use of technology, more than a million students currently improve their literacy with the Lexia Reading Software. A Rosetta Stone
company, Lexia has been nationally recognized and proven effective in six peer-reviewed, research-based outcome studies published in scientific journals such as The Journal of Reading Research and Bilingual Research Journal. For more information, www.lexialearning.com. Independent student-driven learning: Students work independently to develop critical literacy and language skills through
individualised, motivating learning paths. All students, regardless of skill level, can work at their own pace. Ongoing data to drive instructional priorities: When students work independently in the browser-based activities of Lexia's instruction programs, real-time performance data is collected. Teachers can access online data reports through their myLexia accounts. Reports are delivered on three levels:
school, class and pupil. Paper-based resources for face-to-face teaching: Teachers have the resources they need for face-to-face teaching and independent student practice. Based on student data, Lexia recommends specific paper-based resources for individual and group instructions that fit flexibly into existing classroom routines. Ready to print, resources include scripted lesson plans, spreadsheets,
flashcards, and printable understanding exercises. Core5: Scope &amp; Sequence Lexia® Core5® Reading provides all students, from the risk area to at-level and advanced, a systematic and structured approach to the six reading areas, covering early foological to advanced comprehension skills. The program creates personal learning paths for each student through an adaptive placement and
scaffolding activities. At Castle Hill we use Lexia® Core5® Reading, a fun computer-based program that has been shown to help develop children's literacy skills. Core5's activities support and build on our teaching curriculum and focus on developing literacy skills in six areas: foological awareness, phonics, structural analysis, flow, vocabulary and understanding. Here's how Lexia Core5 Reading works:
Your child starts Core5 on a starting point that suits his or her needs and works in online activities all week. Online activities include direct instruction and feedback as your child learns new skills. Progress and performance in the program are reported so that teachers can provide help when needed. Paper-and-pencil activities are also used for practice and can be done at school or brought home. home to
celebrate success and to show progress in the program. Lexia Reading Core5® can be used at home for extra training. Getting started is easy! To use on a computer, go to www.lexiacore5.com. To use on an iPad, download the free Lexia Core5 Reading UK app from the App Store. (iPad support is limited to these devices: iPad 4+, iPad Mini 3+, iPad Air+ and iPad Pro.) The first time your child uses
Core5, you may need to enter the teacher email below. Your child can then log in with the username and password used at school. Teacher email (for setup): lexia@castlehill.co.uk It's important that your child works unaided while using Core5. All the work your child does at home is recorded and reported to the school. In this way, teachers can see when help is needed and provide additional teaching at
school. If you have questions about your child's username or password, contact your child's teacher. Teacher.
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